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The Cold 

 

 

It’s cold outside and the whole world looks dead. The foreclosed Moose Maw Rest Stop sits 

where the Trans-Canada intersects with a gravel sideroad. There’s a big white sign at the 

curb of that sideroad: 

NO GAS FOR 180KM 

The gravel road leads deep into snow-capped boreal forest. The sign is nearly hidden 

behind a mound of ice and snow, but for the moment, it stills serves its purpose: it keeps 

the outside out and the inside in. 

One car defies the warning. Ice and gravel clobber the black BMW for two hours until it 

reaches a town that some still call home. 

Here, a heavy blizzard has rolled in from the Bay. Nature has reclaimed her dominion. The 

midday sun has vanished from sight. The trees surrounding the town whip back and forth, 

bending, stretching, branches grasping for the ground, an endless limbo in the screaming 

wind. Every footprint on the town’s ten streets has been covered in a pall of fresh snow. No 

signs of life but the faint plumes of smoke from prefab chimneys, quickly dissipated by the 

fury of the storm. 

Utter desolation. 
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Icicles lurch toward the ground from eavestroughs. A stalled car murmurs somewhere 

behind winter’s veil. The boarded-up store on Third Street is frozen in time. It has the faded 

impression of an old sign on its face, testament to the town’s antiquity: 

DAVE’S TV & RADIO 

YES! WE SERVICE COLOR TELEVISIONS! 

Everything about this town is glacial. 

The old lumber mill shut down a few years back. Couldn’t compete with the big corporate 

setups down the highway. Half the town jumped ship, but the Stevensons stayed. Rick 

Stevenson hasn’t been able to find work since then, doesn’t have the money to move 

anywhere else. The town and province do what they can for them—it isn’t much.  

Little Lacie Stevenson sits beside her Dad on their stained second-hand couch. Northern 

Ontario’s schools scarcely surrender to the weather. Snow is not rare in this town, but 

today is a rare Snow Day. 

Rick and Lacie watch a low-budget alien invasion play out on their color TV. The evil 

Andromedan Empire launches swarms of robots down to Earth from their black, menacing 

mothership in the sky. Alien robots of a distant world spread across the planet, stripping 

the soil of its riches, scanning the brains of every person, siphoning away the wealth and 

knowledge of humankind. Hi-tech parasites. No hero has emerged to stop them. Not yet, at 

least. 

“Something bad is comin’ to town,” one of the z-list actors says. “Feel it in my bones.” 

Rick and Lacie can only leave this town in their imaginations. 

The Bergerons have been the town’s grocers for three generations. Their grocery store is 

the only one for hours in any direction. They were born in this town. They will die in this 

town. They’re open for business during the blizzard, but Mr. and Mrs. Bergeron only sip at 

coffee in the back, gossiping about their neighbors. Their son tidies up the dimly lit aisles 

out front, plotting his escape to the city. A generator rumbles outside. The till contains no 

change. 
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“Hear about Billy Fisher?” Mrs. Bergeron asks her husband. 

“What about him?” 

“Heard he got fired from the plant. Flipped out and told ‘em all to eff off.” 

“Seems like somethin’ he’d do.” 

Down the street, Billy Fisher has the day off work at the power plant—the service road to 

the plant is too dangerous to drive on today. He steps out of a hot shower, grabs an acrid 

towel, wipes down his hulking body, his bald scalp, his long beard, throws a Metallica t-

shirt over the aged black message etched on his chest: 

ONLY GOD CAN JUDGE ME 

A few old ladies have braved the wild winds and clawing cold in their fur boots, hooded 

parkas, and hand-knit mittens. They now drink tea, eat cookies, and spread rumors in the 

basement of the First Street Pentecostal. The foundation of the church buckles and groans 

in the cold. Jesus watches them from his little crucifix on the wall. 

“Hear about Billy Fisher?” One of them asks, dunking shortbread in a cup of pekoe. 

“What about him?” 

“Heard he stopped paying alimony. Heard he’s thinking of running off to the city.” 

“Well,” another lady chimes in, “I heard he and the Gagnon boys are part of some cult. I 

heard they go out in the bush, light fires, listen to all that angry music.” 

“Bad kids those Gagnon boys are. Heard Mum filed for a restraining order on Dad.” 

“Mum’s down in the city now, eh?” 

“Yeah, she’s some kind of technician there now at one of those big hospitals.” 

They speak of things they do not understand, places they will never see. 

The one bank in town is closed for the day. Mr. Gagnon, the Branch Manager, broke his key 

off in the front door’s frozen lock this morning. Old Albert is the only locksmith left in town, 

and he went down to the city to visit his granddaughter for a few days. The ATM is cloaked 
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in white dunes that slither from the boxy bank’s roof. The machine might have money in it. 

It might not. Today, Mr. Gagnon doesn’t care. He naps on his white leather sofa at home, his 

gut rolling off its edge, his depression lulled away for now. 

His son Marc is a budding poet, was a remarkable student, but dropped out of university in 

a fit of anxiety. So, he left the big city, came back to this coffin of a town. While Dad sleeps, 

Marc sneaks off into the backyard to smoke a slapdash joint. He cups a hand around the 

failed paper cone, flicks his lighter once, twice, thrice, trying to tease a flame out amidst the 

howling wind. A few tries later, the joint ignites. He huffs and puffs at it, medicinal-grade 

stuff he picked up back in the city. A few minutes later, the buzzing sativa brings him to 

divine revelation: 

What if the town and the city have become, like, two separate nations? No! They’ve become 

two separate worlds! 

He rushes back inside to his bookshelf, needs to know what Aleister Crowley would think 

of this, needs to know how this town’s story relates to the imminent Aeon of Horus. 

Marc’s older brother Chris works over on rundown Forest Road at the edge of town. He sits 

on the hood of a rusty old Ford in Joe’s Auto Shop. The steel rafters of the old garage moan 

and rattle in the wind. Chris and Joe clink a couple of Canadians together, pound back the 

beers, stare through the garage window at the fierce white flurry outside. 

“Lookin’ pretty nasty out, eh?”  

“Yeah -40. Ain’t supposed to clear up for another couple of days either,” Joe says, flipping 

through a weather app, phone screen cracked and chipped from five years of haphazard 

use. 

“Wanna go out on the ski-doos?” 

“Maybe once it dies down there, if she does. Too cold out there right now to be out bushin’.”  

Joe lost his whimsy at 40 when his hair salt-and-peppered, consigned himself to die in this 

town. At 32, bright-eyed Chris still has a spark of life left in him. He’s browsing job postings 

on his phone every night, thinking about starting a new chapter. Finding mechanic work in 
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the city would be nice, but at this point, he’d even take a job slinging donuts at Timmie’s to 

get out of this town. Maybe he can even find a nice girl in the city. 

“Aw c’mon bud, it’s not like the cold’s so bad that—woah.” Chris stops short, whistles, 

watching a handsome black sedan pull up Forest Road out the window. “Look at that.” The 

black BMW effortlessly rolls through the blizzard, coming to a stop right between the repair 

shop and the sea of firs across the road. 

“Oh fuck, that’s one of those self-driving electrics,” Joe says. “Let’s go take a peek?” 

“Hell yeah, looks dope.” 

They zip up their down jackets, don their gloves and toques, venturing out into the storm. 

The black BMW hums itself to a stop, purrs as it turns its engine off. Its long journey from a 

distant city, through the forsaken Moose Maw, and into town is finally complete. Its 

windows are tinted black. Its slick contours are as elegant as they are imposing. Black 

omen. 

The front doors open with a soft beep-beep. Two men exit from either side, long black 

overcoats rippling in the wind, black leather boots stomping into foot-high snow, matte 

black hair ruffled from their long travel. The cold wind pelts their black coats with icy 

snow. 

“Hey, nice car you guys got there,” Chris says. The blackcoats look at him, then at Joe, then 

at each other. They say nothing. “You guys from the city?” They reach into their slender 

coats, each pulling out a black steel wand, saying nothing. “Toronto?” They wave their 

wands through the air, tips strobing with black light, saying nothing. “Ottawa?” Their eyes 

light up with boxes of light, peculiar contact lenses shining far brighter than the overcast 

skies. They read the data fed into their lenses from their wands, saying nothing. 

“Oh damn, you boys got the Sight?” Joe says, noticing the lights twinkling in their eyes. He’s 

seen some videos of this stuff online. “How is it?” They wave their wands through the air, 

eyes darting between digital images and words in an augmented reality, saying nothing. 
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“Ay, parle français?” Chris asks. They still say nothing. “You guys talk at all? What’re those 

wands you’ve got?” 

“You boys think you’re wizards or something?” Joe quips. 

“This way,” one of the blackcoats says to the other. With a flick of their wrists, their wands 

extend out into long, black sticks. They start up the snowy road, tapping their sticks along 

the ground as they walk, chatting only in augmented reality to avoid the prying ears of 

Chris and Joe. 

“A massive gold vein here, 6km underground. It’s leading up the road,” one of them thinks, 

sending the message into the other’s contact lenses. Maps and matrices flood into their 

view. They fear that this town may soon meet its doom. 

“Hey, there’s nothing up that way other than the dump!” Chris calls out after them. But his 

words fall on deaf ears. The blackcoats continue marching through the deep snow and 

sheering wind, unperturbed by the cold, poking at the ground with their black sticks the 

whole way. 

Up the road at the dump, grey-bearded Mr. Gzowski sits in his cramped attendant booth. He 

watches mounds of snow sweep into the concrete garbage pits outside. He has no idea why 

he decided to come into work today, but by sheer force of habit, here he is. The wood stove 

crackles with heat behind him. The wind whistles through cracks in the booth’s shoddy 

spruce boards. He skims the bombastic headlines of the Town Sun, front page folded out 

from him: 

BYE BYE CANADA! PM ROLLS OUT WELCOME MAT FOR FOREIGN BILLIONAIRES 

Growls from outside break through the fire’s crackle and the wind’s whistle. Gzowski looks 

up from the paper, out the booth’s window. A pack of wolves have wandered in from the 

woodlands surrounding the dump. They rummage through the compost mound in the 

corner of the lot. Gzowski looks down at the rifle hidden beneath his wooden desk, 

wondering if he should chase them off. 

It’s too cold out for this shit. He plops his nose back into the newspaper. 
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Minutes later, two lanky men in black coats stride up the snowy path on the far side of the 

lot, tapping at the ground ahead of them with long black sticks. They’re heading straight 

over to the compost heap. Straight over to the hungry wolves. 

“Ah fuck, poor blind bastards,” Gzowski says to himself. “Better go stop ‘em.” He grabs the 

rifle from under his desk, grabs his parka from the hanger against the wall, ventures out 

into the cold. “Hey! There’s wolves over there, y’know!” The blackcoats ignore his yell, 

tread toward the compost heap at the edge of the woods. The wolves size up the blackcoats. 

The biggest of the pack trots toward them, baring its fangs. “Hey, stop!” Gzowski waves at 

the men. “These wolves are hungry, they’re here lookin’ for food!” 

The men stop in their tracks. “Good,” Gzowski thinks. “Now I’ve just gotta chase these damn 

wolves off.” But he’s too late. The men raise their long black sticks toward the wolves. 

Bright, white lights erupt from their tips. A loud screech pours out. The wolves whimper 

and wail, fleeing back into the bush. Gzowski plugs his ears, looks away from the blinding 

lights. Moments later, the light and sound fade away as the men continue toward the 

compost heap, tapping lines into the snow as they go. 

Gzowski looks on, awestruck, taking a moment to gather his thoughts. “Can I help you 

guys?” But the blackcoats need no help. They’ve already found what they’ve been looking 

for. It’s just as they feared. They swap secret text messages between one another’s eyes, 

their thoughts translating into on-lens words: 

The gold vein leads here. 

Oh no, this deposit is massive. Looks like it’s about 10km down there? 

Yeah. Seems to slope down even deeper, too. Might be underlying most of the town. 

How much gold do you think we’ve got on our hands here? 

No idea. Could be the biggest deposit we’ve ever found. 

We need to get out of town ASAP, extraction could begin any minute. 

Agreed, let’s get back to the car and phone into Global. 
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The blackcoats flick their black sticks, collapsing them back into short wands, pocketing 

them. A puzzled Gzowski watches them hurry back out the path they came in on. “Hey, you 

boys okay? Where you from?” But the blackcoats say nothing. 

Back inside Joe’s Auto Shop, Chris and Joe are speculating over a couple more beers when 

they see the blackcoats return outside the window. They run back out into the storm to ask 

the questions they’ve lined up for the men. 

“Hey, we were thinking: you guys CSIS or something?” Chris asks as the blackcoats bound 

toward their BMW. They say nothing. “Because if you are, that’s totally cool, just haven’t 

seen you around town before. Haven’t seen many people come through town with the 

Sight, don’t know what’s up with those weird wands you’ve got. We’re just curious is all.” 

The blackcoats say nothing. 

“Ay bud, we know you ain’t deaf, you’re actin’ very suspicious,” Joe adds, making eye 

contact with one of the men. Chris nudges Joe, disapproving. “We’re just tryin’ to look out 

for the town, y’know?” 

The blackcoat glares at Joe, digital light in his eyes flaring up, systems in his lenses probing 

databases, loading Joe’s central profile, assessing his soul: 

JOSEPH PATRICK ALDERMAN 

CATEGORY 1 – MINIMAL THREAT 

He tilts his head over to Chris, just to be safe: 

CHRISTOPHER JEAN GAGNON 

CATEGORY 2 – MINOR OFFENCES (NON-SUBVERSIVE) 

MINIMAL THREAT 

He looks back at Joe: “We’re heading out of town now. Be careful in this storm, gentlemen.” 

He makes his way to the BMW’s black door, places a fingertip on a divot in its handle, 

expects a beep-beep sound to ring out and unlock the door. The car says nothing. He tries 
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again, removing his fingertip, putting it in the divot, waiting for a beep-beep. The car still 

says nothing. He tries again. And again. No sound but the angry northern wind. 

“Havin’ car troubles?” Chris asks with a smirk. 

In their lenses, the blackcoats scan a status report from the car’s AI system. Dead battery. 

Frozen lock system. Fallen victim to the cold. 

“Haven’t worked on one of these self-driving rigs before, but we can take a peek at 

whatever’s under the hood if you boys want,” Joe offers, struggling to contain his 

excitement. 

“No, that’s quite alright,” the blackcoat replies. “The hood won’t open without fingerprint 

verification.” His quiet partner beams a message into his eyes: 

I’m calling Global, we need to get out of here ASAP. 

“Oh, so you do talk,” Joe says, “but only when you’re in a fix, eh?” Typical city folk, he thinks. 

“C’mon Joe, I’m sure they’re just trying to do their jobs, whatever their job is,” Chris says, 

smiling at the talkative one. “What’s your name, bud?” 

Before he can answer, a loud whirring fills the air like a roaring jet engine. The wind 

strengthens, daggers of icy pain blasting into all four men. They look up, trying to find the 

source of the sound, but see only the raging white blizzard. 

Dread fills the eyes of the blackcoats. The silent one beams another message into his 

partner’s sight: 

It’s here, we need to move NOW! 

The partner’s horror turns to acceptance as he replies: 

It’s too late now. Just try to enjoy the show. 

“Where’s that sound coming from?” Chris shouts, struggling to be heard over the rumbling 

drone. “That a plane or something? What’s it doin’ all the way out here in this weather?” 
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The droning gets louder, closer, stronger. Mother Nature screams in agony, battering the 

men with a thick shroud of gale-force snow, blinding them. Chris and Joe tuck their chins 

into their necks. The blackcoats shield their faces in their tall collars. 

“This is wild, I can’t see shit!” Joe hollers. 

“We should get inside!” Chris yells from somewhere behind the shroud. 

Suddenly, the snow clears, leaving only a dry, lashing wind beneath a clear blue sky, 

unusually blue, dark blue as the sea. The four men look down at the town from atop the 

hilly slope of Forest Road. Hovering high above, a blazing blue ball shines bright as the sun, 

glowing down on the town’s modest bungalows and glum fixer-uppers. The speeding wind 

whips and wails with cold portent. The deafening drone deepens into a rich wall of bass, 

bellowing over the town like a funeral dirge. 

“What the hell is that?” Chris screams over the blaring requiem. 

The blackcoats look down at the town wide-eyed, mourning for its people. The quiet one 

finally speaks: 

“It’s the city.” 

A flash of white and a thunderous boom fill the air. Something appears atop the blue ball, 

shining and rippling like a mirage. Chris and Joe squint in confusion: An entire skyline of 

glass monoliths rise high from a floating silver disc, skyscrapers densely packed as trees 

climbing from a taiga floor, their reflective faces flaring with light. The howling dirge pours 

from the city in the sky, loudening, shaking the Earth with solemn power. The wind 

hastens, rolling a mighty vortex around the town, spiraling upward into the blue ball of 

light. 

The men plant their feet deep in the snow, struggling to stand. The blackcoats pull their 

wands back out, wave them up at the city, their eyes alight with data. 

“What’s happening? Did you guys do this?” Joe screams at them. 
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The eyes of the blackcoats pulse a dim red as they look at each other, pocketing their wands 

for the last time. “We don’t quite know what’s happening,” the quiet one admits. “We 

might’ve been able to stop it if we had longer to study it. It’s beyond our control now.” 

The men gaze up, jaws agape, marvelling at the windy vortex rising into the blue light, the 

city levitating above it on a silver platter, shimmering with sacrificial promise. Mechanical 

drones, hisses, and buzzes echo through the town like a broken synthesizer’s swan song. 

Rick and Lacie Stevenson have stopped watching their made-for-TV alien invasion. They 

saw a blue light in the window, heard a loud sound outside. Now, they stand on their 

slanted front porch, staring skyward at the monstrous city. “Daddy! It’s the Andromedans! 

The Andromedans are here!” Lacie points up at the blue ball of light, the towers on a disc 

above it, thinking it’s a mothership.  

Rick is aghast. “Get back inside, Lacie,” he commands. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bergeron are still in the back room of their grocery store, sipping coffee, 

swapping rumors, when their acne-flecked son runs in from the front, broom still in hand. 

“Mom! Dad! Come look outside! Something weird in the sky!” The Bergerons make their 

way to the storefront window. It rattles from the deep droning bass. Blue light rains down 

from above the store. “What is that?” He asks his parents. “Should we maybe get in the car?” 

He welcomes any opportunity to leave this town. 

Mr. Bergeron shrugs. “I ain’t goin’ nowhere.” 

Billy Fisher admires his pecs in the bathroom mirror. The new protein powder is finally 

paying off. In the window next to the mirror, he notices a dim blue light creeping in through 

slits in the blinds. He lifts one blind, peeping out to find the colossal glass city floating over 

the town. Cold wind and droning bass rush in through every crack in his house. He drops to 

his knees and prays to the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit for guidance and forgiveness. His 

shirt bears the cover of his favorite Metallica album: ghostly hands in the sky, pulling at 

rows of tombstones hung on fine strings: 

MASTER OF PUPPETS 
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The old ladies under the Pentecostal are clueless to the city’s arrival. All of them are hard of 

hearing. There are no windows in the church’s basement. Jesus still watches them from his 

little crucifix on the wall. Their judgement cometh. 

“Everyone down in the city is obsessed with those little gadgets,” one of them says. 

“Oh, and the Muslims,” another complains. 

As always, they speak of things they do not understand, places they will never see. 

Mr. Gagnon is still snoring on his couch, despite the dreadful noise outside. Upstairs, 

tweaky Marc Gagnon is higher than the city in the sky. Out his bedroom window, he sees it 

looming over the town, hears its horrid droning from afar, holds Crowley’s Equinox of the 

Gods at his hip. Cannabinoids rock him back and forth in panic, mind racing, thoughts 

manic: A Satanic conjuration? A ravenous new world devouring the old? Yes! A mechanical 

phantom city, summoned by some sinister sorcery to harvest the somber town! A robotic 

eldritch horror, born of the wildest visions of Asimov and the darkest dreams of Lovecraft! 

Has Father Technology come to usurp the dominion of Mother Nature once again? Or is the 

Aeon of Osiris at its end? Is this the commencement of the Aeon of Horus?  

Or is this simply the destroyer of worlds?  

In his wooden booth at the dump, Mr. Gzowski has other concerns. He opens the paper to 

the Sports section and scowls at its front page: 

SENATORS CONQUER CANUCKS IN 6-0 SHUTOUT 

In the corner of his eye, blue light blooms over the treetops at the edge of the dump. It’s 

coming from the town. An aurora? No, it’s the middle of the day. “Maybe it’s those damn 

Chinese,” Gzowski says to himself. Gzowski blames everything on the Chinese these days. 

He looks down at the rifle hidden beneath his wooden desk, wondering if he should chase 

them off. 

It’s too cold out for this shit. He plops his nose back into the newspaper. 

Chris, Joe, and the blackcoats stand still in horrified awe, fixated on the groaning city. Their 

bodies stiffen. Their limbs feel heavy. The polar vortex careens around them, circles the 
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town over and over, spiraling upward into the blazing blue inferno. Their skin pales. Wind-

swept icicles grow sideways from their coats. The town is so cold, but the city looks so 

warm, its fiery glass obelisks glistening in the winter sun. Chris pushes his numb arm with 

all his strength, raises it up to the sky, hoping the city will invite him in, give him refuge 

from this ceaseless cold. His hair fades to white. His cheeks sag and his forehead wrinkles, 

awash in frigid blue light. 

Like Dave’s TV & Radio, the town and its people are now frozen in time. 

The blue light beneath the city strobes with hunger. The foul wind screeches, knocking 

tired and broken homes to the ground. Tiny squares detach from the tops of derelict houses 

like jigsaw pieces, one morsel at a time. Each square chimes in the wind as it separates 

from the town, slowly drifts through the vortex, funneling up into the shining city above.  

Chris, Joe, and the blackcoats can only watch as the town and its people are pulled apart 

from top to bottom. The crystalline tune of a million wind chimes pierces through the 

heavy drone of the insatiable city. Soon enough, the four men are preyed upon by the cold, 

their bodies deconstructed piece by piece, top to bottom. Tiny squares break from their 

heads, then their chests, arms, waists, and legs, slowly drifting up through the vortex, tiny 

data packets caught in a digital hurricane. 

Rick Stevenson’s hair turns grey as ash. Tears freeze on his shriveled face as he holds little 

Lacie in his arms, her golden mane turned to white, wrinkles lining her face. They are 

trapped in this frozen town, trapped at the mercy of the alien invaders. Their bodies break 

apart into tiny square packets, floating up. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bergeron sit in the back room of their store, cold and motionless. They were 

born in this town. They have died in this town. Their son snuck out to the parking lot to 

take their car for a joyride. He sits in the driver’s seat, his throbbing pimples replaced by 

old acne scars, hair fallen out, hands on the steering wheel, cold and motionless. The city 

has called to him his entire life. The Bergerons break apart, floating up. 

Billy Fisher is frozen on his knees, locked in prayer, hoping for forgiveness. His beard has 

whitened. Judgement is upon him. He breaks apart, floating up. 
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The old ladies under the church are still clueless to the city’s arrival. Judgement is upon 

them, too. They break apart, floating up. 

Mr. Gagnon has finally woken up, but it’s too late for him to move—his body has been 

frozen to the couch. Upstairs, an aged Marc stands inert at his window, stuck in the worst 

trip of his life. The cold gnaws at his soul like some chthonic abomination. Father and son 

break apart, floating up. 

Back at the town dump, icicles descend from Mr. Gzowski’s beard. His hands stay wrapped 

around the Business section: 

GOLD MINE TO BRING NEW JOBS, ECONOMIC GROWTH TO REMOTE TOWN 

Gzowski knows a raw deal when he sees it. He breaks apart, floating up. 

Even the blackcoats have been left to die in this cold town. Joe now looks as old as he feels, 

salt-and-pepper hair turning saltier, face folding in on itself. Chris remains frozen, arm 

stretched out to the sky, smile etched on his icebound face. He’s finally going to leave this 

town. The four of them break apart, floating up. 

Slowly, the snow and earth at the feet of the quaking town spiral upward in tiny square 

packets. As the dreary surface is peeled away, flakes of gold emerge from underground, and 

they too funnel up through the vortex, onward to the gleaming city on high. In time, the 

town will be cratered, slurped up by the shrieking vortex. Beneath it all, a beautiful light 

hidden deep under the town will be revealed at last: a wellspring of radiant gold.  

The disparate chunks of the town and its treasure converge upon the burning blue ball 

beneath the city, becoming one with it, vaporizing upon their reunion. As they coalesce, a 

new glass monolith begins sprouting up, one story at a time from the silver disc that holds 

the city upon it. All matter and all life is digested into the sparkling new tower. Swirling 

clusters of matter slowly inch toward the city in the sky, inch toward an escape from the 

cold. 

Everything about this town is glacial.  
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